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Before videotape was invented, before there was film or literature or mosaic frescoes, people told
stories. Around fires, in classrooms, around tables after dinners, and in children's rooms, cultural customs
and myths, family history, the rules of how to live were explained in stories. I think we all know this, but
in the age of the 'blockbuster' film, the news 'Special', MTV and television's relentless flow of
demographically studied situation comedies-in short, the age of mass markets, it is easy to forget that
stories originate with individuals and can be told by one voice. VIDEO DISCOURSE is a survey of stories
told by artists through the contemporary medium of videotape.
In 1956 videotape was developed and put to use as a method of storing television programs that until
that time had existed only as live transmissions . Because it was a technical convenience within the
control system of television network engineers, it was not put to use as film had been as an individual
and personal medium . Then in 1967 the Japanese electronics company Sony introduced into the U.S .
market a portable video recorder that could be carried by one person and was capable of recording up to
twenty minutes on half-inch reel to reel tapes . Although the company designed this equipment for
industrial and educational markets, it was immediately picked up and used by artists who found in video
a unique way of extending ideas they had been investigating in other disciplines . Richard Serra, Lynda
Benglis, William Wegman, Bruce Nauman, Vito Acconci, and others used the new medium to experiment
with the process of art-making . They shared nothing with television, preferring to explore the political
and aesthetic properties of the medium itself.
Joan Jonas, a sculptor who began making movement and performance works in the late 1960's, bought
a portapak in 1971 and incorporated it into her live performances as a process tool . "The major
structuring element of these works was the simultaneity of live performance activity and video image,
both close circuit and taped;" Jonas has said' She explored the nature of the video signal (in Vertical
Roll, 1972) and used it to fragment her image, her 'self', in live performances. While Serra, Benglis,

Nauman, and Acconci have moved away from video in their work, Jonas continues to
use ever more sophisticated electronic tools, as evidenced in VIDEO DISCOURSE by
Double Lunar Dogs, a haunting science fiction performance piece, remade for video.
Television haunts the production and exhibition of all video art, as David Antin says . 2 It
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can hardly be otherwise as the average American consumption of television climbs
above the seven -hour-a-day level . And film history stands in the wings like a proud
grandparent, I think, recalling its own first years of experimentation. The artists surveyed
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in VIDEO DISCOURSE do not ignore this ghostly condition, nor do they actively battle it .
Rather they stake out personal territory within the landscape of image-making by virtue
of their profoundly personal approaches to storytelling . Within this exhibition several
strategies are employed . Jeanne C . Finley and Sherry Millner work from personal history,
using humor and irony to fashion their narratives . Dale Hoyt, Joan Jonas, Ardele Lister,
and Steve Fagin are ostensibly adapting from sources in literature-but 'adapt' is too
mild a word to describe these wildly original translations to video . Each of these artists
uses their source as a jumping-off point from which visual improvisation and dramatic
distortion create intricately original works . Matthew Geller and Gary Hill create metastructures to comment on the stories they tell, Hill working from a Gregory Bateson
essay, and Geller from true stories and computer theories. Woody Vasulka begins with
two historical characters, actually improvised by the performers who play them, and
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What unites these works is individual authorship-they expound a point of view as
independents working in video, a conventionally commercial medium familiar to
Americans as television . Raymond Bellour, the French film and video critic, has said :
"Television in its 'universal' American version, will never become our mythology. The

among others, Freud, Nietzsche, and Rilke. Of
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Based on a newspaper account, I Saw Jesus in a
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Described by Dale Hoyt as "a psychedelic soap

Based on the short story Universe by science

Der Riese (The Giant) is an ominous work
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